Project: Travel to the North Carolina Coast
You are going on vacation! It’s time to plan a vacation to the North
Carolina coast, where you will have some fun and learn about the natural
environment.
The product will be 1) a detailed itinerary and 2) a single powerpoint
slide that hits the highlights.
Maps and pictures are to be merged into ONE slide that outlines key
points of your trip.
Your itinerary with merged slide will be submitted to Turnitin by the
assigned deadline.

Requirements:
a. the vacation must be seven days, including travel from Cary and back
b. lodging needs to be outlined with cost included
c. each day must be planned from a minimum of 9 AM to 6 PM, with each hour being accounted
for in detail
d. a minimum of two meals must be planned each day, including a specific food order, with a
different restaurant for each meal (exceptions for some boat trips that last all day, but you
still must plan the meals).
e. a minimum of two different activities each day, with at least one of those activities being
“naturalist”. Examples of naturalist activities include visiting an aquarium or state park,
deep-sea fishing, scuba diving, kayaking, etc.
f. every meal and activity must have an accurate cost (in dollars); include an overall cost of your
trip
g. accurate distances (in miles) must be given when moving between cities (do not include gas $)
**NOTE: ALL activities and meals need to be school appropriate.
The Grading
Detailed Itinerary = 84 pts
12 pts per day (4 pts meals, 4 pts activities, 2 pts travel, 2 pts accurate hourly account)

Powerpoint Slide and Presentation = 16 pts

Project: Travel to the NC Coast TEMPLATE
Note: do NOT copy this sample since the destination is Boone, NC, which is not on the coast

Travel to the NC Coast
P. Sherman – 4th Period
Day One:
8 AM - Leave Cary, NC and drive to Boone, NC (distance: 183 miles)
11 AM - Eat Lunch at Coyote Kitchen ($24.56)
Tilapia Tacos ($8.59)
Marley Burrito ($11.99)
2 Sweet Teas ($3.98)
12 PM Arrive at The Dog House – Blue Ridge Mountain Rentals ($205 per night x 7 = $1,435)
1 PM Hike Boone Fork Trail at Julian Price Memorial Park ($free!)
3 PM Kayak the New River through Wahoos Adventures ($35 per person = $70)
7 PM Eat Dinner at Gamekeeper Restaurant ($81)
Grilled Beef Tenderloin ($39)
Cornmeal Crusted Rainbow Trout ($29)
Bread Pudding ($9)
Sweet Tea ($2)
Coke ($2)
8 PM Return to house and watch Finding Dory
Day Two:

Total Cost: __________

Example of the ONE powerpoint slide you need to complete…

